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About
Tim Reston is a geologist and a geophysicist with interests in the use of geophysics to study geological problems, especially tectonics. He specialises in the seismic
imaging and tectonics of rifted continental margins and of slow-spreading mid-ocean ridges, with particular emphasis on detachment tectonics and the effects of mantle
serpentinization.

Qualifications
BA Cambridge in Geology (1983)
MSc Oxford in Geophysics (1984)
PhD London in Geophysics (1988)

Biography
Biography
NERC NATO postdoc in Cornell 1988-1990
1990-1996. Lecturer in Marine Geodynamics, GEOMAR, Kiel, Gemany
1997-1999 Mobil Lecturer in Structural Geology, Aberdeen University
1999-2006 Professor in Marine Geophysics, IFM-GEOMAR, Kiel , Germany
2006- Professor of Geology, School of Geography, Earth and Environmental Sciences, University of Birmingham
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Research Cluster / Group Affiliation
Geosystems (file:///C:/research/clusters/geosystems/index.shtml)
Current / Recent Research
Continental extension leading to breakup – the case of the west Iberia rifted margin (http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/research/activity/geosystems/projects/westgalicia-rifted-margin.aspx)

The west Iberian margin is a classic magma-poor rifted margin, dominated by extensional tectonics, mantle serpentinization and the development of a detachment faults.
Current investigations of this margin include a NERC-funded project (NE/E015883/1 and NE/E016502/1 in collaboration with NOC Southampton) together with US and
German partners (funding awaited) to collect 3D seismic reflection profiles across the margin.
Mantle serpentinization at rifted margins
At most magma-poor rifted margins, the highly thinned feather edge of the continental crust is underlain by a layer up to 6 km thick with seismic velocities of 7.0-7.7 km/s,
intermediate between those of crust and mantle. This layer can be traced out beyond the edge of the continental crust where it has been sampled by submersible, by
dredging and by drilling and found to comprise partially serpentinized mantle peridotites. As a result, it is extremely likely that the 7.0-7.7 km/s layer beneath the crust
also consists of serpentinized peridotites. I investigate how these serpentinites formed, and how they influence the tectonics of rifted margins.
Formation of the Porcupine Basin west of Ireland
Work on the structure and evolution of this basin is ongoing. The V-shaped geometry of the basin (little extension in the north, in effect two rifted margins in the south)
offers an excellent opportunity to investigate the evolution of a rifted margin as the amount of extension increases.
Tectonics and structure of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/research/activity/geosystems/projects/detachment-faulting.aspx)
At the slow-spreading Mid-Atlantic Ridge, domal expanses of plutonic and mantle rocks are found. These massifs are termed oceanic core complexes and are through to
result from the unroofing of footwall of large-offset normal faults. My research here consists of using a variety of imaging techniques to determined the geometry, extent
and mechanics of these normal faults and their role in slow-seafloor spreading. In 2014-15, in collaboration with the Universities of Durham amd Cardiff, we will carry out
geophysical investigations of oceanic core complexes at and around 13N in the Atlantic.

Seismic imaging of thermohaline fine-structure in the ocean
I was involved in the conception and initiation of the GO project (http://www.dur.ac.uk/eu.go/) when in IFM-GEOMAR. Geophysical oceanography is a new and developing
tool to exploit the contrast in physical properties between different water bodies by using seismic to map them out and in particular to study the mixing between them at
very high spatial resolution. This work continues in collaboration with Dr Steve Jones.
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